MONDAY PRIZE CROSSWORD
No. 15,591 Set by DANTE

ACROSS
1 Gloomy study to get one down (6)
4 Shared a good round of golf? (8)
9 Anne’s going out with North Polar explorer (6)
10 Support excellent hero (8)
12 So far fit for the job (2,2)
13 Some found needlessly lying in a cunning way (5)
14 Talk of Tom in Paris (4)
17 Geometry I can make a source of power (6,6)
20 Sleek coat shows Parisian chic (6,6)
23 A resounding come back (4)
24 A good man always in control (5)
25 We are – or used to be (4)
28 Italian man of affairs (8)
29 Refuse to accept an imperfect article (6)
30 Dunce’s cap is maybe part of break with reality (8)
31 Up and about when a siren has been set off (6)

DOWN
1 Altering a ruling’s exceptional (8)
2 Gift to people after a party (8)
3 It’s always right to follow the first mate (4)
5 Vulnerable spot targeted by Paris (8,4)
6 Set up issue of US magazine (4)
7 Champion one may play with on board (6)
8 A number smash up the inn, yet set free (6)
11 What missionaries tried to do in other ways? (12)
15 Thread starts to burn in the flames (5)
16 I note and see love in the home (5)
18 Eternal description of the unwatched? (8)
19 Changes in heat and rent are imminent (8)
21 Possibly secure and free from danger (6)
22 In radiography sickness has a cure (6)
26 Cut price bargain (4)
27 Dread a change in the fare (4)

SOLUTION 15,579

A prize of The Good Word Guide by Martin Manser and How to Sound Clever by Hubert van den Bergh will be awarded for the first correct solution opened. Solutions by Wednesday July 12, marked Prize Crossword 15,591 on the envelope, to the Financial Times, 1 Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Solution on Monday July 17.
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SOLUTION 15,579

SUBLET PRIORRESS
THE REVIEW WLLP
DIESEL IMPETIGO
EHERE PID DECN
Ruin burns ring evatiste
Age of consent
LISTENCEHI
DECELERATION
CRNRSNKGĐD
ROODCOACHTHOU
IBEAIEWS
STANDARD ADDICT
ILAILINR
SALTMINEHEYDAY

The winner’s name will be published in Weekend FT on July 15